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ASERL Scholars Trust Workflows for Shared 
Print Registration1 
 

OCLC’s Shared Print Registration service allows libraries and shared print programs to ‘register’ shared 
print commitments using WorldShare Collection Manager data sync processing. When shared print 
materials are registered, a flag is applied to OCLC’s database record which is indexed and displayed in 
several OCLC products and services. Once registered, commitments can be discovered in Connexion, 
WorldShare Record Manager, WorldShare Collection Manager, FirstSearch, and the WorldCat Metadata 
and Search APIs. 

There are three basic workflow options for registering shared print materials: 

1. Library-managed MARC processing registration 
2. Library-managed CSV registration 
3. Program | Agent-coordinated CSV registration 

OCLC documentation for each of these is available on their website. Each option presents different 
benefits and considerations and may be more or less appropriate depending on a library’s local 
workflows and practices. This document describes the general workflow for each option, suggestions for 
what local needs each option might support, considerations, and links to OCLC and ASERL 
documentation. 

ASERL does not prefer any of the following workflows over the other.  Libraries are encouraged to 
review the workflows steps and select the option that best fits existing local workflows and priorities.   

Registration workflow options 

As noted previously,  there are three basic workflow options for registering shared print materials in 
OCLC. Each option requires data sync processing to identify and flag materials as shared print; each 
retaining library must have a WorldShare Collection Manager Data Sync collection that is able to modify 
shared print LHRs.  
 
The MARC processing method allows libraries to update an existing data sync collection to use for 
shared print registration; each of the CSV methods requires establishing a new data sync collection that 
will be used only for shared print holdings. 

 
1 A special thank you to our colleagues at WEST (Western Regional Storage Trust) for providing the workflow 
template on which this document is based. 

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print
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The LHR MARC processing method uses purge/replace to update records in OCLC and requires that the 
library submit full title sets when updating records. This means that if an updated record is submitted to 
OCLC, the existing record is deleted from the system and the submitted record is added to the system. 

The CSV processing method uses match/merge logic to update existing records in OCLC. The 
match/merge logic attempts to identify existing records in OCLC that match records found in the upload 
file; if there is a match, new information is merged into the existing OCLC record from the upload file. 
This process is described in detail in the CSV portion of the jointly-sponsored Partnership/Rosemont 
webinar on Registering Shared Print Retention Commitments in OCLC (slide 20). 
 
Libraries are encouraged to review additional documentation available on the ASERL shared print 
registration resource page. 

1. Library-managed registration using LHR MARC processing 
This option will be of most interest to libraries that are already using Data Sync collections to sync their 
local holdings to OCLC. This workflow allows the library to use an existing WorldShare Collection 
Manager Data Sync Collection to detect and flag shared print holdings without flagging any non-shared 
print holdings records uploaded in the same file. 

Workflow steps 

1. The library contacts their OCLC Data Sync Analyst and requests to have the “Modify Shared Print 
LHRs” option turned on in their main Data Sync collection(s) settings to facilitate registration of 
shared print holdings.2 

2. Once the collection settings have been updated to modify Shared Print LHRs, the library creates 
a set of shared print LHRs and submits. 

3. The library verifies in Connexion or Record Manager that shared print holdings are marked as 
“sp,” indicating successful registration of shared print holdings.  ASERL can assist in verifying 
that shared print holdings are marked as “committed to retain” in FirstSearch if your library 
does not have access to FirstSearch (as a double check). 

Recommended for 
● Libraries that have established Data Sync collections that they update regularly. 

 
2 The “Modify Shared Print LHRs” option makes it so that the collection detects the presence of the 583 when 
records are loaded. Records with a 583 that fulfill the requirements for registration (at a minimum, including a 
583$a Action Note “committed to retain”) are flagged as shared print automatically, with no further intervention 
from the library. Records added to this Data Sync Collection that do not include the 583$a committed to retain 
statement will not be flagged as shared print. 

https://sharedprint.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Registration_Webinar_20210217_CSV.pdf
https://bit.ly/38xnKFq
https://bit.ly/38xnKFq
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Considerations 
● This option is only available to the retaining library; OCLC does not currently offer this option to 

agents/group coordinators.3  If this option is selected, the library will be responsible for 
registering their commitments. 

OCLC documentation: 
● Detailed metadata guidelines for submitting shared print registration commitments: 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Detailed
_metadata_guidelines&sa=D&ust=1610574353587000&usg=AOvVaw1Yrmp3TJxFWU9CPg6sWh
O4 

● Instructions for WMS and non-WMS libraries: 
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commi
tments/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_with_MARC_processing_for_shared_pr
int  

2. Library-managed registration using CSV processing 
If a retaining library does not regularly sync its local holdings to OCLC using Data Sync collections but  
would like to maintain responsibility for registering their shared print holdings, they have the option of 
uploading a CSV file of their retention information to a dedicated data sync collection.  

Workflow steps 
1. The library completes a Collection Profile Template and submits to support@oclc.org (see 

Logistics for a partially completed template). 
2. OCLC establishes a new Shared Print Data Sync collection for the library. 
3. The library prepares a full format shared print file template CSV file of shared print holdings data 

according to OCLC’s instructions (linked below), using their primary OCLC symbol as their 
InstitutionSymbol_852$a. 

4. The library submits the CSV to the newly established Shared Print Data Sync collection. 
4. The library verifies in Connexion or Record Manager that shared print holdings are marked as 

“sp,” indicating successful registration of shared print holdings.  ASERL can assist in verifying 
that shared print holdings are marked as “committed to retain” in FirstSearch if your institution 
does not have access to FirstSearch (as a double check). 

Recommended for 
● Libraries that do not use data sync to update their holdings. 

 
3 As of September 2021. 

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Detailed_metadata_guidelines
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Detailed_metadata_guidelines
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Detailed_metadata_guidelines
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_with_MARC_processing_for_shared_print
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_with_MARC_processing_for_shared_print
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_with_MARC_processing_for_shared_print
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries#Create_a_collection_profile
mailto:support@oclc.org
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries#Submit_your_data_file
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries#Submit_your_data_file
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries#Submit_your_data_file
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● Libraries that do not have holdings records in their local systems but update their OCLC holdings 
more than once per year. 

● Libraries that only update their shared print holdings in OCLC (and not general collections). 

Considerations 
● This workflow may require the library to maintain multiple collections that are divided along 

shared print status, which may be difficult to tease apart.4  
● If this option is selected, the library will be responsible for registering their commitments5.  

OCLC documentation 
● Instructions for non-WMS libraries: 

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commi
tments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries 

● Instructions for WMS libraries: 
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commi
tments/20Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_WMS_libraries 

3. Program | Agent-coordinated registration using CSV processing 
If a retaining library is not syncing its local holdings to OCLC using Data Sync collections and does not 
want to maintain responsibility for registering their shared print holdings, they have the option of 
designating a third party to register materials on their behalf.  ASERL will coordinate registration with 
CRL for any ASERL member library that requests it.  CRL will upload files on behalf of the library. 

Workflow 
1. The library completes a Collection Profile Template and submits to OCLC via support@oclc.org. 

CRL must be authorized to submit holdings on the library’s behalf (see Logistics for a partially 
completed template). 

2. OCLC establishes a new Shared Print Data Sync collection for the library and provides the library 
with the new Collection ID.  The library will provide the Collection ID to ASERL who will 
coordinate the registration with CRL. 

3. CRL submits shared print holdings to the new Shared Print Data Sync collection. 
a. CRL will prepare a CSV file from the library’s PAPR-registered commitments (using the 

library’s primary OCLC symbol as their InstitutionSymbol_852$a) and will submit the file 
to the Shared Print Data Sync collection. 

 
4 Unlike MARC processing, the CSV file cannot include a mix of shared print and non-shared print materials.  If the 
library uses CSV processing to update non-shared print materials, the library will need to establish separate 
collections in Collection Manager to do so. 
5 If requested, a library can later choose to transfer responsibility to the Center for Research Libraries (CRL).  
Contact Cheryle Cole-Bennett (ASERL) for assistance. 

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/20Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_WMS_libraries
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/20Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_WMS_libraries
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries#Create_a_collection_profile
mailto:support@oclc.org
mailto:ccole-bennett@aserl.org
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5. Once complete, ASERL will contact the library to verify that shared print holdings are marked as 
“sp” in Connexion or Record Manager, indicating successful registration of shared print holdings, 
and that there are no issues with the data.   ASERL can assist in verifying that shared print 
holdings are marked as “committed to retain” in FirstSearch if your library does not have access 
to FirstSearch (as a double check). 

Recommended for 
● Libraries that do not regularly update their holdings in OCLC or those who anticipate that they 

will need to prioritize other tasks for the foreseeable future.6 

Considerations 
● This workflow requires coordination between the library, ASERL, CRL and OCLC, which may 

extend the timeline for completion (anticipated date:  January 2022). 
● This workflow may require the library to maintain multiple collections that are divided along 

shared print status, which may be difficult to tease apart.7  
● This method will update holdings quarterly, in coordination with the export of Journal Retention 

and Needs Listing [JRNL] exports to PAPR. 
● It is possible that not all retained holdings will be registered. Records that are not validated by 

CRL during ingest to PAPR due to data integrity issues would not be included in the CSV file  
submission. 

OCLC documentation 
● Instructions for Agents / Group Coordinators: 

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commi
tments/00Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_as_an_agent_group_coordinator 

Logistics 

Important Dates 
• ASERL Scholars Trust libraries are requested to register their retained titles in OCLC using one of 

the workflows described above by January 2022.   

 
6 A library that would be a candidate for the MARC processing option, may choose to authorize CRL to submit a 
CSV file to initially register their shared print holdings and later change to the MARC processing option for future 
workflows (maintenance/ongoing registrations).  Please notify ASERL prior to submitting the collection profile 
template if your library is considering this option. 
7 Unlike MARC processing, the CSV file cannot include a mix of shared print and non-shared print materials.  If the 
library uses CSV processing to update non-shared print materials, the library will need to establish separate 
collections in Collection Manager to do so. 

https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/00Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_as_an_agent_group_coordinator
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/00Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_as_an_agent_group_coordinator
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• If using CRL as an agent, the Journal Retention and Needs Listing [JRNL] quarterly export to PAPR 
will be processed on October 15, 2021 and will be the source of records for the CSV agent 
registration file. 

Contacts 
ASERL:  Cheryle Cole-Bennett (ccole-bennett@aserl.org), Program Coordinator for Shared print 

CRL: Amy Wood (wood@crl.edu), Head of Metadata & Discovery Enhancement 

OCLC:   Communication with OCLC regarding shared print registration should go through the main 
support email account, support@oclc.org 

OCLC Forms 
OCLC provides a “Collection Profile Template” for establishing a new Data Sync Collection and, if desired, 
authorizing an agent or group coordinator to register shared print commitments on behalf of the library.  
A partially completed template is available for ASERL Scholars Trust libraries: https://bit.ly/3jNTBIi. 

Please note that answers highlighted in yellow are examples and should be replaced with the library’s 
preferred answers for the registration workflow chosen. Once complete, this form should be submitted 
to support@oclc.org. 

mailto:ccole-bennett@aserl.org
mailto:wood@crl.edu
mailto:support@oclc.org
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Shared_Print/Register_shared_print_retention_commitments/10Register_shared_print_retention_commitments_for_individual_nonWMS_libraries#Create_a_collection_profile
https://bit.ly/3jNTBIi
mailto:support@oclc.org
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